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Abstract. This work discusses a tangible interface for storytelling that targets 
pre-school children and offers a playful experimental space where children can 
create their own narratives by placing tangible picture-blocks on an electronic 
board. We present the system and report on the findings, describing the extent 
to which this interface can motivate and engage children, both in creating narra-
tives, as well as in experimenting different solutions to solve conflicts created 
during the story plot. 
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1 The Importance of Exploring Narratives  

Storytelling plays a major role in children’s lives, offering them a universe where 
their most adventurous fantasies become true, providing opportunities for social inter-
action and innovative thinking [5]. The familiarity of stories may facilitate creativity 
and generation of ideas helping children practice important literacy skills, such as 
language development, story comprehension and sense of the structure [4]. In the 
platform presented here, children have the possibility of animating the stories they 
know, or remixing elements from familiar stories, playing with characters, and objects 
and exploring different storylines. The interface was developed following an iterative 
participatory design process [2] together with preschoolers and their teachers.  

2 An Interface for Remixing Narratives 

The system is composed by different sets of picture-blocks and an electronic board 
that identifies the blocks placed on it. The blocks are placed on slots marked on the 
board. Each block has an image of what it represents on the upper side and an elec-
tronic tag on its backside that provides the system its identification. The electronic 
board is connected to a computer. Placing a block on the board displays the image and 
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triggers an animation on the computer screen according to the combination of blocks 
that are on the board.  

Taking into account results and observations from previous studies [6] the system 
animates the elements on the screen following the order in which the picture-blocks 
are placed, and not their position on the board. When a block is removed from the 
platform it just disappears from the screen (fig.1).  

The story engine was implemented to animate the elements according to the rules 
devised from situations that typically arise in traditional children stories. As the ani-
mations play, children can add or remove elements further developing the narrative. 
For example, how can children help the little pig to escape from the witch?  Maybe 
they decide to place a house where the little pig can hide, hum… or ask other charac-
ters for help? Maybe the fairy… but will she be able to defeat the bad witch?  

 
Fig. 1. Children creating a narrative  

2.1 Story Engine            

The concept behind the story engine was to model a world that would be under-
standable for young children. The goal is to allow children to bring their knowledge 
into play, while fostering their curiosity by playing out different situations where they 
might want to figure out what would happen if...  

The story engine is implemented on top of the Unity game engine and it is devel-
oped based on behavior trees, a concept well known in the field of computer games to 
model character behavior, reactive decision-making and control of virtual characters. 
Each entity on the scene has a corresponding behavior tree that defines the actions of 
that element. When the users place the blocks on the platform, the behavior tree gets 
the inputs of the entities that are present. The behavior triggered for each entity de-
pends on the other entities that are also in the scene, and the properties of those enti-
ties.  

Adittionally, by pressing the Enter Key, the system automatically generates 
snapshots of the created narrative, saving them as digital images. 
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Fig. 2. Automatically generated snapshots of a narrative 

The created images, which resemble comic book representations, are stored on the 
computer and can be directly uploaded to a blog or printed and shared with family and 
friends, thus extending the way to share stories with other people involving them into 
a collaborative storytelling experience (fig. 2). 

3  First Pilot User Study 

A qualitative user study was carried with a group of 15 children, during four ses-
sions, with the duration of one-hour and a half each. The study revealed that one of 
the strongest affordances of the platform is the extent to which it promoted collabora-
tion, showing that the children were highly motivated to engage and collaborate in 
different storytelling activities, exploring different story plots (fig. 3).   

 

   
Fig. 3. Children collaborating in the creation of a story 

Children engaged in teamwork, collaborating together in the creation of different 
stories, they personalized the figures giving them names and character traits. The 
tangible blocks acted as anchors for the creative process, helping children to shape 
their ideas. Children were able to begin their stories by situating them on particular 
sceneries; they used characters and created moments of tension, involving fights and 
the resolution of upcoming conflicts. Children explicitly expressed the wish to create 
their narratives with their peers, stating that it would be “more fun”. The children 
quickly understood and used the various mechanisms behind the blocks, applying 
different strategies to achieve a certain goal, such as using a particular   combination 
of blocks, or removing others.  
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In line with [3] the tangibility of the input literally placed the story in children’s 
own hands, so they negotiated, divided, and shared the blocks among them. 

4 Conclusions and Future Development 

By engaging with each other focusing on creating stories together, children may 
develop interpersonal language use, as they externalize their feelings and thoughts, 
learning to express themselves and to communicate with others, with time becoming 
more fluent in their language use [1]. The interaction and collaboration supported by 
the system creates a micro-world where children socialize with each other, learning to 
share, handle, divide, respect and accept the opinions from each other.  

Future development involves a version to run on tablets connecting via Blue-
tooth, as well as to broaden and diversify different stets of blocks that explore other 
themes. 
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